Awakening Love
After Loss
A compassionate guide
through the pain of change
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Change and loss are inevitable.
Pain and suffering don’t have to be.
I’m sure you’ll agree, we can’t get to the end of life without experiencing the painful loss
of someone or something we love. Maybe you or a loved one are dealing with a loss, or
significant change, right now.
More than likely you have never been shown how to effectively deal with the conflicting
thoughts and feelings that can naturally arise, with a sudden, unplanned, or even
planned change.
When you experience a loss without warning; like the death of a loved one, the end of
a relationship, job loss or critical illness, the overall impact can be jarring, overwhelming
and potentially all consuming.
Even with an anticipated life event, like a career change, relocation, retirement, kids
moving out, downsizing, or selling the family home, you can experience a deep,
unsettling, sense of loss.
When the future you dreamed of becomes a reality and you don’t feel as happy as you
thought you would, or should, you may experience a variety of conflicting thoughts
and feelings.
We call the conflicting thoughts and feelings, resulting from the end or change in any
familiar relationship, pattern or behavior… GRIEF.
If you haven’t learned how to move through grief in a healthy and supported way
you may try to make yourself feel better with food, drugs and alcohol or bingewatching Netflix.
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Managing grief with these short-term relief behaviors often leads to longer term pain
and suffering.

Don’t despair. You are not alone.
I’ve written this ebook to support you in your journey through the grief that naturally
accompanies change and loss.

I’m Melody Chardon. I’m here to evoke wisdom,
awaken love, and inspire courage to live the life you
dream of.
I know what it’s like to be struck by overpowering
change. In the span of eighteen months, I faced my
father’s death, started a new career and filed for
divorce. My relationships, career, finances and health
suffered.
This forced me to face the unconscious beliefs
and unresolved feelings that prevented me from
realizing the health, happiness and life fulfillment
my heart yearned for. My self-discovery and
transformation ultimately led me to a deeper sense
of love, peace, and joy.
Inspired to help others with my enlightened understanding and coping strategies
I naturally create the safe and trusted space for self-discovery, healing and lasting
transformation to occur.
A 27-year career in the cyclical “boom or bust” petroleum industry gave me first-hand
insight into the mental and emotional devastation we can experience in the wake of
change and loss.
Now, as a professional certified coach, grief specialist and mental fitness facilitator, I
have helped hundreds of working parents who seek to create a happier, healthier, more
fulfilled life. A vibrant life of confidence, intimacy, and love.
I believe our unique diamond beauty comes from the pressure and stress we endure
during uncertain times of change and loss. My message to you is loving and direct.
Change and loss are inevitable. Pain and suffering don’t have to be.
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Everyone Reacts to Loss Differently
Grief is an expression of love for what we have lost.
While change and loss are certain our personal reaction to loss will vary.
Some people go through a period of sadness as they adjust to loss. They return to
their previous level of mental, emotional, and physical health with relative ease. They
know how to grieve, and they take the time to do it.
Others go through an extended period of sadness. Unable to make sense of what’s
happened they struggle to integrate the loss and adjust to their new life. They get
stuck wishing things were better or different. They struggle to pick up the pieces and
move on.
There are others who rush through their experience or ignore their feelings. They
believe the best way to deal with the pain is to “keep busy” “not think about it” and
“get over it”.

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
The pain, stress and grief during the first difficult days following a loss can be heart
wrenching, confusing, sometimes paralyzing.
You may find you:
• temporarily lose the ability to think straight, stay focused, or make clear decisions
• avoid talking to anyone because when you do… you cry
• lose your vital energy to get up in the morning, eat, and get out the door.
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You may notice you experience every little detail of your life differently, especially with a
sudden or tragic loss. You will be forced to live through each heart-wrenching moment:
• First meal alone or without your beloved… an empty plate at the dinner table
• First night alone – no one to talk to before you go to bed
• First trip to the supermarket alone - buying for you and not buying for them
• First family holiday when the kids don’t come home
• First day at home after you lose your job.
Every “first” has the potential to evoke unsettling memories and deep yearnings for
what you’ve lost.
You may experience thoughts of:
• “I wish I had” or “hadn’t”…
• “I wish they had or hadn’t”…
• “If only…” fill in the blank.
It may be hard to shake these thoughts and you may start to think there’s something
wrong with you.
One of my clients worked with a therapist for two years before we met and worked
together. The well-meaning therapist had suggested to my client that the best way to
deal with the loss of a loved one was to stop thinking about them. The therapist had
said, “if you’re going to think about him, set a timer, let yourself think about him for 10
minutes and then, you must stop thinking about him and get on with your day”.
This is not very helpful advice. How do you just stop thinking about someone you
have loved and lost? The only way to overcome the pain of loss is to compassionately
address the recurring, unsettling, often confusing thoughts and feelings.

Does any of this ring true for you?
Can you relate to hopelessly trying to get over the loss of someone or something, that
has caused you pain by trying not to think about it?

The problem with this unhealthy solution is that it leads to a lifetime
of pain and suffering.
You don’t have to spend your vital energy trying not to think about your lost. There is an
alternative to avoiding those painful thoughts and feelings.
You can consciously choose to:
• Acknowledge what you have lost
• Give yourself permission to feel and heal
• Write, color, paint, dance, or run to move through the pain in a safe and healthy way.
• Reach out for support
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Grief is Normal, Natural and Necessary
When you experience a relationship loss or lifestyle change you may experience some
intense, confusing, even conflicting thoughts and feelings.
Grief is the normal, natural, and necessary response to a loss of, or change in, any
familiar pattern, behavior or relationship. Even a loss of privacy, daily routine, personal
freedom, or the loss of hopes and dreams can trigger grief.
Unfortunately, society has taught us to numb, avoid and suppress our innate, and
necessary, grief response. If you want to live a happier, healthier, more vibrant life,
it’s important to recognize that grief is a necessary part of the healing process.

Everyone experiences grief differently…
Grief affects us mentally, emotionally and physically. It’s unpredictable and can come
in waves.
Common signs of grief are:
• disturbed eating and sleeping patterns
• a loss of concentration, clarity, and focus
• an overarching sense of “brain fog”
• a loss of patience, unexplained anger or emotional outbursts
• unpredictable waves or tsunamis of tears
• a loss of energy, enthusiasm, or ability to carry out day to day activities
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Here’s how some of my client have described the physical presence of grief:
• “I felt like I had been punched in the gut”
• “I couldn’t breathe. It felt like I was carrying a piano on my chest”
• “It felt as though I had been carrying a sack of rocks on my back”
For me personally, I remember the day I filed for divorce. When I walked out of the
lawyer’s office, I doubled over in physical pain, I felt like I was going to throw up. In the
months that followed I had a disturbing feeling that I was losing my mind. My girls still
tease me about all the times I claimed I was “in a fog”. I didn’t know, at the time, that
“brain fog” was a real thing.
What have you noticed about grief?
How has grief affected you in the past?
How might grief be affecting you now?

Grief is Universal
Knowing How to Grieve Isn’t
We’ve been taught how to acquire jobs, homes, money, relationships. We haven’t
been taught what to do when we lose them or how to grieve in a healthy and
supported way.

Grief is a universal, natural and necessary response to loss and change.
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Anytime we experience the end or change in a familiar pattern, behavior, or relationship
there will be a mental, emotional and physical response. Grief will present itself whether
we acknowledge it, feel it, and release it... or not.

It’s the “or not” that causes us to suffer.
Many of us have been conditioned to believe that grief is too painful to endure. We
haven’t been taught how to effectively and compassionately recognize and release grief.
We have been encouraged to “give it time” or “get over it”. Neither of these strategies
are helpful, healthy or sustainable.
Take a moment to think about your early childhood experience with change and or
loss.
How did your family deal with uncomfortable or painful events?
Did they encourage you to talk about your thoughts and feelings?
When people are uncomfortable with their own feelings it can make it uncomfortable
for them to be with you and your pain. Some people may grapple with what to say to
make you feel better. They may unconsciously repeat phrases they’ve heard from others.
They might say something like:
• You’re better off without him/her
• He/she is in a better place
• God doesn’t give you anything you can’t handle
• What doesn’t break you will make you stronger
• At least you didn’t marry him/her
• It’s better for the kids
• You’ll find a new friend, partner, lover, job
Although these phrases are issued as a well-intentioned effort to make you feel better,
they can unfortunately make you feel worse. Over time it may become unsafe for you to
share your feelings, especially if you don’t feel heard and validated.

Have compassion, for them, and for yourself.
Although you may think “they should know what to say”, they may need a little help. If
you are struggling with grief you can say, “I’m really hurting right now, I just need you to
sit with me and listen”.
You may even request to be left alone…for a little while. It is important that you don’t
spend too much time alone. If you find that you are avoiding people or withdrawing
from life, then make sure you find one person you trust and feel safe to share your
feelings with. Just be careful that you don’t get stuck in your “grief story”. Sharing
will only provide some relief. True healing comes from taking specific action steps to
become emotionally complete.
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As a side note, if you know someone who is grieving, here’s what you can do:
1. SAY “I can only imagine how you might feel. Would you like to talk about it?”
2. PAUSE
3. LISTEN
If they want to talk, they will. You’ve just made it safe for them to do so. Make sure you
listen without offering advice or trying to fix or change how they feel.

They are not broken, their heart is.

5 Lies We Tell Ourselves About Grief
We all do the best we can with what we know. Once we know better, we can do better.
This is why I want to expose the lies many of us have been told regarding how to deal
with grief.

Give It Time
Replace the Loss
Isolate
Escape
Feeling Sad is Bad
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GIVE IT TIME
The idea that grief takes time sets us up for longer term pain and suffering.
Giving grief time will not heal your heartache or your pain. Taking deliberate action
steps to embrace your natural and necessary grief will.
I’ve worked with people who have carried the burden of grief for more than 30 years
because they didn’t know how to let go of the pain. My clients are often surprised by
how much lighter they feel once they’ve been guided to safely release the mental and
emotional pain of grief.
Waiting to feel better is like having a toothache and giving it time to heal without
seeking professional help.

REPLACE THE LOSS
We’ve been taught how to acquire jobs, homes, money, relationships. We haven’t
been taught what to do when we lose them.
When we lose a job or lover we often hear some version of “don’t worry, you can find a
new one”.
The consequence of swiftly finding a new job isn’t as dire as racing out to find a new
lover.
When we don’t take the necessary action steps to become emotionally complete with
what was... we drag unresolved grief with us. This is why a large percentage of second
marriages fail. We try to create something new on a rocky foundation fraught with
unresolved grievances that lead to a loss of trust, respect, communication, connection
and love.

ISOLATE
The pain of grief can make us feel like withdrawing from others and retreating into a
safe, isolated space. While it’s important to conserve your energy during the healing
period there is a risk when you shut yourself off from the world.
Finding a source of support is vital to healing. Even if you’re not comfortable talking
about your feelings under normal circumstances, it’s important to express your feelings
when you’re grieving.
By giving voice to your thoughts, and feelings, you lighten the mental and emotional
burden you carry. This doesn’t mean you have to repeatedly talk about your pain. It
does mean finding a trusted confidant who will listen without judgement and remind
you that you’re not broken, your heart is.

ESCAPE
You can run but you can’t hide.
There are many ways we’ve learned to escape from grief. The Grief Recovery Institute
calls these short term energy relief behaviors (STERBS).
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These are the things we do to temporarily relieve the pain we feel when we lose
someone or something we loved.
The most common STERBS are food, alcohol, drugs, retail therapy and Netflix bingeing.
As a one time instance, most of these are not particularly harmful. Continual use as a
coping strategy leads to longer term addiction, pain and suffering.
You can go away on vacation (not as easy to do right now), but grief will be waiting for
you on the sofa when you get home.

FEELING SAD IS BAD
This might be the most harmful lie of all.
The idea that happy feelings are okay and sad ones are not, puts all of us, particularly
children, at conflict with our natural reactions to loss and change. This overriding idea
makes it difficult for us to deal with the emotions we feel when something sad happens.
The suppression of sad feelings has led to a surge of anger, hatred and separation.
UNEXPRESSED GRIEF has led to the rise in civil and social unrest, relationship abuse
and breakdown, anxiety, depression, and suicide,

Suppressing your emotions is like holding a beach ball under the
water.
Imagine you are holding a beach ball under water right now.
…eventually your body gets tired, you release your grip… …and the ball escapes and
pops up and out of the water.
Suppressed sadness is like that. It can only be contained for so long. Eventually it
erupts in anger.

Hurting people are hurting people.
A new loss or change will stir up the pain of unresolved grief from the past.
If you are currently feeling impatient, frustrated or unusually irritated, unresolved grief
and suppressed sadness could be responsible.
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We Learn By Observing Others
Our coping strategies for dealing with grief were adopted in early childhood, as we
watched our parents, teachers and other authority figures, deal with loss and change.
When we don’t understand what we are feeling or why, it can be really scary. We might
feel like the only way to get through the day is to avoid, numb or suppress, our thoughts
and feelings.
Unfortunately, common marketing messages promote chasing pleasure and avoiding
pain. This leads us down a path of unhealthy and unhelpful coping strategies.
What are some of your go to coping strategies? As you read through the list, check all
that apply to you.
Overeating, binge eating, or not eating, and feeling bad afterward
Drinking more frequently or more than you know is good for you
Using retail therapy as a form of escape
Sleeping for longer periods of time to avoid facing the day
Self-Medicating with prescription or recreational drugs
Engaging in sex as an attempt to fill the void
Playing video games or gambling
Reading “self-help” books excessively and trying to figure out “what’s wrong”
Consistently feeling the need to “get away” (vacation, adventure, risk-taking)
Spending excessive time on social media or TV
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These things, done in moderation are not all bad. The problem is when done
unconsciously these short-term coping strategies can lead to longer term addiction,
pain and suffering.
One of my clients was struggling to make simple dietary changes. We uncovered a
childhood event responsible for her emotional eating. Once she became emotionally
complete with that event, she was able to put an end to her emotional eating.

Do you wrestle with emotional eating?
When you do, PAUSE, ask yourself “what’s eating me?”
This will help you to identify any feelings of regret, resentment or remorse you may
be harboring from the past. This is the unresolved grief you need to heal.

Avoiding dealing with grief is like avoiding paying your taxes.
Waiting to feel better, or rushing to fill the void caused by loss, leads to the mental and
emotional baggage of unresolved grief.
Unresolved grief lies dormant until we face a new life challenge, change or loss.
New losses, like a death or divorce, health crises, job loss or career change, have the
potential to trigger old grief. Your thoughts, feelings and relationship grievances may
seem disproportionate to your current circumstances.
This is a sign that it’s time to learn how to heal and past grief, in a healthy and
supported way. When we learn how to grieve, we build the mental and emotional
resiliency to navigate the massive upheaval of change.

Grief is a natural expression of love.
The belief that grief is too painful to endure has been robbing us of our innate ability to
naturally express and release grief when it shows up.
How is grief showing up for you right now and how are you expressing it?

Do you have a healthy and supportive way to cope with grief?
Here are 3 things you can do to start the process of healthy grieving:
• Notice any thoughts of loss or any wish for things to be different
• Notice the impact your thoughts have on your feelings
• Give yourself permission to allow tears to flow

Your tears won’t last forever
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Healthy Grieving Boosts Mental,
Emotional and Physical Fitness
Healthy grieving is a life skill that isn’t taught in schools, or businesses. I believe it
should be.
When you’re physically fit, you can climb steep hills and overcome obstacles without
physical stress.
When you’re mentally and emotionally fit, you can handle life’s great challenges
without mental stress and negative emotions.

A new loss, or change, will stir up painful unresolved grief from
the past.
The response to a new loss or change can seem disproportionate to the current
situation. One of my mentors says, “the thing is not the thing”. When you are
emotionally hooked, or hijacked, your reaction is less about what’s happening now and
more about what happened in the past.
Think about it…
Have you been hijacked by your thoughts, and emotions, recently?
Was your reaction about what happened in that moment or was it tied to an unresolved
grievance from yesterday, last month or years ago?
A new loss will almost always trigger old thoughts and emotions that have been
ignored, shut off or shut down.
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The extreme changes in 2020 and beyond have stirred up a lot of unresolved grief, in
individuals, families, businesses, communities, cities and countries around the world.

Grief is not a mental illness, however, unresolved grief can lead to
anxiety and depression.
Covid19 raised our awareness to the implications, and impact, of unresolved grief.
Relationship breakdowns, anxiety and depression at an all-time high showed us, on a
very large scale, what happens when we don’t know how to grieve in a healthy, safe and
supported way.
If you are currently feeling anxious or depressed, impatient, frustrated or unusually
irritated, unresolved grief could be the cause.

It’s time to look at new ways of healing old pain.
The massive lockdowns and shutdowns took away many of our go-to coping strategies;
getting together with friends, going out to eat, going to the mall, or escaping on
vacation.
Sometimes life has to shake us up to wake us up.
The good news is ... it’s not too late to change.
Change starts with the awareness that you aren’t as happy, healthy, or fulfilled, as you’d
like to be.

How has unresolved grief been affecting you... mentally, emotionally
or physically?
By developing your mental and emotional fitness, you become happier, perform better,
nurture healthier relationships and feel less stressed.

Avoiding dealing with grief is like avoiding paying your taxes.
DEALING WITH GRIEF IS NECESSARY and it isn’t easy. Many people spend countless
years trying to avoid the painful thoughts and feelings related to the loss of someone or
something they loved.
The problem is unresolved grief always comes back for healing. A new loss will trigger
old, incomplete pain from your past.
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Sweeping Grievances Under the Rug?
After working with hundreds of people, I’ve discovered that one of the biggest
challenges with change is that it stirs up unresolved grief.
What is unresolved grief?
• Anything you wish was better or different than it is or was
• All the things you wish you’d said or done, not said or not done
• All the things someone else said or did, didn’t say or didn’t do
When we don’t take the time to deal with relationships grievances or we don’t have the
skills, the consequences can be cumulatively negative.
• Loss of trust
• Loss of respect
• Loss of communication
• Loss of connection
• Loss of love
• Loss of relationship
A common way of dealing with relationship upset or conflict is to sweep things under
the rug. The lump under the carpet has become one big obstacle in the room.

Can you relate?
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What have you noticed in your own relationships?
Are you less patient, quick tempered, or just plain fed up with the way other people are
behaving?
Do you wish you could resolve some of the constant complaints or petty grievances
that are coming between you and your family, friends, or colleagues?
My clients have successfully:
• Reduced conflict, chaos, and emotional outbursts
• Engaged in more compassionate conversations to create more loving connections
with their spouse and children
• Established healthy routines for themselves and their families to cope with the
ongoing stress, changes, and challenges of COVID19
• Become present and productive at work while managing life at home
The global changes we continue to endure are disruptive, discouraging, even
depressing. It doesn’t have to be that way. You can live a healthier, happier life during
the chaos of unwanted and unplanned change.
Every day I hear from people who are:
• Feeling overworked and underappreciated at work and at home
• Having difficulty sleeping, exercising, and staying focused
• Losing patience with work colleagues, family, and friends
• Feeling angry, sad or scared most of the time

These are the types of people I help:
• Working parents who are juggling homeschooling or hybrid learning with working
either at home or in the office.
• Spouses who have lost their job, are looking for work and balancing competing
demands at home.
• Single parents who are feeling lost and alone, trying to stay focused and productive
at work while being the teacher, cook, maid, chauffeur, home handyperson and more.
How do you know if unresolved grief is at the root of your current struggle and pain?
I have included a checklist of the common life experiences people go through that can
result in grief. You will find the checklist on the last page of this book.

Fill it out. The results may surprise you!
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Awareness Leads to Sustainable Change
When you identify the presence of unresolved grief you have the power to choose
what to do next.
Healing the emotional pain of present and past grief means:
• Recognizing loss and change are inevitable, pain and suffering don’t have to be
• Taking control of your circumstances instead of letting your circumstances take
control of you
• Accepting everyone reacts to grief differently
• Acknowledging it’s ok to cry, you aren’t your feelings, and your tears won’t
last forever
• Realizing it’s natural and healthy to talk about the losses you’ve experienced
• Having the freedom to talk about how you feel without fear of judgment from others
• Having compassion for others when they say things that are unhelpful to your
healing
• Being able to remember events from your past without pain, guilt or regret
• Finding new joy, love and fulfillment in life, without the fear of being hurt again
• Feeling much better than you do today
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Healing My Grief Story
My dad’s death and the end of my 22-year marriage were two significant teaching
points in my life. The learning came several months after both losses. A friend of mine
invited me to attend a grief healing weekend. Halfway through the weekend, I had a
profound aha moment when my “grief story” was revealed to me.
I had two versions of the same grief story.
When my dad was diagnosed with Lewy Body Dementia, he was given up to five
years to live. My grieving started with the diagnosis and continued when my dad
lost his ability to talk and started to slip away. When my dad finally passed away,
I told myself I had grieved the loss of my relationship with him before he was
physically gone. I didn’t need to spend more time grieving.
— and —
My marriage ended long before the divorce. I had been sweeping relationship
grievances under the rug for years. When my husband moved out, I told myself
I had grieved the death of my marriage long ago. I didn’t need to spend more
time grieving.
The aha for me was how these stories provided an intellectual approach to grieving.
I had told myself a good story about how I had dealt with my pain long before the
physical loss. When I became aware of this story, and how it had been hurting me,
I was able to do the work to heal my broken heart.
My life changed. I let go of my emotional baggage. I opened my heart to love without
the fear of being hurt again. Now, I feel happier, healthier, more vibrant, and alive than I
had for most of my adult life.
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Is it time to heal your grief story?
Have you been sweeping unresolved grief or relationship grievances under the rug?
Have you been numbing, avoiding or suppressing your painful thoughts and emotions?
Have you been feeling unhappy, unhealthy, and unfulfilled, struggling to make your
relationships work?
Unresolved grief could be the root cause.
It could be time for you to reach out for support.
Why do you need to learn the skill of healthy grieving?
Because managing your grief by avoiding or suppressing your pain has been silently
robbing you of your health, happiness, and life fulfillment.
It’s been a survival technique at best.

You have the freedom to choose.
Reading this book may have given you all you need to let go of the pain, heal your heart,
and set yourself free. Or maybe, it has awakened a deeper desire to become emotionally
complete with the past so you can start living the life you dream of.
When you actively participate in my personalized programs you will see immediate
results. You will feel happier, healthier and less stressed. You will be more present and
productive than you are today.
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Why would you choose to work with me?
I’ve been where you are now, and I believe I can guide you where you want to go next.
I know...
• the real consequence of sweeping relationship grievances under the rug
• how it feels to sequentially lose a parent, get divorced and start a new career
• what it’s like to make the transition from corporate employee to solopreneur
• how scary it can be to go from receiving a steady paycheck to generating an income
that now supports me and my family
As your guide, I will show you a conscious, courageous, and compassionate way
through grief.

How can I guarantee the work we do together will work?
Through my training and life experience, marriage and divorce, miscarriage, death of
a parent, career change, and parenting young adults, I’ve expanded my capacity to
be guide others through their grief.
Rather than coach the symptoms, I apply my professional training and practical
experience to identify and work on the root causes that sabotage my client’s
desired outcomes.
By creating a safe space for you to talk about the things you may have hidden, I safely
take you deeper than you’ve been able, or have been willing, to go before.
It is a profound honor to compassionately guide my clients to make conscious choices
for intentional living after death, divorce, or detours in life.
In 2016, I left my 27-year career in oil and gas to follow my heart and share what I’ve
learned in service of creating a world of hope, healing and love.
I want to share that with you and show you what’s possible when you let go of the pain
of the past and commit to living the life you dream of.
If my heart’s desire speaks to your heart’s yearning, then CONTACT ME to book a
no obligation, 20-minute consultation TODAY!
diamondlightleadership.ca/contact/

To your health, happiness and life fulfillment!
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Personal

Inquiry
Is unresolved grief negatively impacting your
health, happiness, and success?
Read over the list and check all of the events that apply to you.
If you answer YES to any of the questions, there is a strong probability you could be hanging onto
unresolved or incomplete grief from your past.
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anadult?
adult?
16
16 Have
Haveyou
you(or
(oryour
yourpartner)
partner)ever
everexperienced
experiencedaamiscarriage,
miscarriage,stillbirth,
stillbirth,ororabortion?
abortion?
17
17 Do
Doyou
youhave
haveaastrained
strainedororpainful
painfulrelationship
relationshipwith
withaaliving
livingparent(s),
parent(s),spouse,
spouse,ororfriend?
friend?

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

18
18 Have
Haveyou
youever
everexperienced
experiencedthe
theloss
lossofofuse,
use,ororfunction,
function,ofofany
anypart
partofofyour
yourbody?
body?
19
Are
there
long
stretches
of
your
childhood
that
you
cannot
remember?
19 Are there long stretches of your childhood that you cannot remember?
20 Have you ever experienced a series of illnesses or accidents?
20 Have you ever experienced a series of illnesses or accidents?
21 Do you harbor any resentment toward a deceased parent, spouse, friend or relative?
21 Do you harbor any resentment toward a deceased parent, spouse, friend or relative?
22 Have you cared for, are you caring for, an aging or sick parent/sibling/friend?
22 Have you cared for, are you caring for, an aging or sick parent/sibling/friend?

Loss can be a catalyst for transformation and
awakening to your greater sense of purpose.

Book a Consultation with Melody today to discuss how you can be happier, healthier, and free
to be the person you yearn to be by completing your past and creating your future.
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